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Submit the signed license agreement and PO

Perform the Exploration Call (live: virtual)
The Exploration Call is the first event to happen once your platform is setup. Once we receive your signed 
contract/license agreement, we will be able to get this process started with your district. You will be 
paired with a Customer Success Manager, who will be welcoming you to eduCLIMBER and scheduling 
a time to talk to you and your team (the Exploration Call) to discuss these steps in detail.

Complete the Basic Navigation LMS Modules

Access to the Basic Navigation Modules will be provided after the Exploration Call. These take around 
45 minutes - 1.5 hours to complete each module. There are a total of 6 modules. These are all online, 
so they can be completed at any time and are always available for the duration of your 6-week access.
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Attached below are some handouts for your information on the Exploration Call, LMS Modules, System Admin 
Training, and Setup and Admin Bootcamp. We recommend your core team who attends the Exploration Call are 
also those individuals who gain access to the learning modules, attend the System Admin Training, and participate 
in the Certification Training.

eduCLIMBER Onboarding & Implementation Model Doc.
Setup and Admin Bootcamp Doc. 

4 Perform the System Admin Training (live: virtual)

The System Admin Training is scheduled at your convenience either during or after your Exploration 
Call. That System Admin Training takes about 1.5 hours to complete. That is a live webinar where 
you and your team will be speaking with a Customer Success Manager regarding your platform and 
ensuring it’s setup for the Setup and Admin Bootcamp. Therefore, the System Admin Training is held 
after your data has been uploaded to your site. This webinar provides you and your team a chance 
to navigate your platform, ask any questions, and receive customized support for that 1.5 hours which 
leads into the Setup and Admin Bootcamp. The items to be discussed in that System Admin Training 
are decided by your team. You can choose to navigate specific features such as district data on the 
District tab, data at the classroom level on the My Class tab, etc. These will make more sense once 
you complete the modules. The end goal for the System Admin Training is to have you and your team 
comfortable with basic navigation of your district’s data.

Partake in the Setup and Admin Bootcamp
(live in-person or LMS Modules)

eduCLIMBER’s Setup and Admin Bootcamp is specially designed to help new districts learn the platform 
and plan for implementation. The purpose of this training is to provide you with the knowledge of the 
features eduCLIMBER offers and the time to plan for that feature’s implementation in your district. It is 
important that all team members who attend the Bootcamp have also attended the Exploration Call, 
completed the Basic Navigation LMS Modules, and participated in the System Admin Training.
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